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Abstract
We start with the assumption that temporal and spatial knowledge usually captured by constraint
networks can be represented and queried more effectively by using the scheme of indefinite constraint
databases. Because query evaluation in this scheme is in general a hard computational problem,
we seek tractable instances of query evaluation. We assume that we have a class of constraints
C with some reasonable computational and closure properties (the computational properties of
interest are that the satisfiability problem and an appropriate version of the variable elimination
problem for C should be solvable in PTIME). Under this assumption, we exhibit general classes
of indefinite constraint databases and first-order modal queries for which query evaluation can
be done with PTIME data complexity. We then search for tractable instances of C among the
subclasses of Horn disjunctive linear constraints over the rationals. From previous research we
know that the satisfiability problem for Horn disjunctive linear constraints is solvable in PTIME,
but not the variable elimination problem. Thus we try to discover subclasses of Horn disjunctive
linear constraints with tractable variable elimination problems. The class of UTVPI6= constraints
is the largest class that we show to have this property. Finally, we restate our general tractability
results with C ranging over the newly discovered tractable classes. Interesting tractable query
answering problems for indefinite temporal and spatial constraint databases are identified in this
way. We close our complexity analysis by precisely outlining the frontier between tractable
and possibly intractable query answering problems. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
When temporal constraint networks are used in applications, their nodes represent the
times when certain facts are true, or when certain events take place, or when events start
or end. By labeling nodes with appropriate natural language expressions (e.g., breakfast
or walk) and arcs by temporal relations, temporal constraint networks can be queried in
useful ways. For example the query “Is it possible (or certain) that event walk happened
after event breakfast?” or “What are the known events that come after event breakfast?”
can be asked [4,6,60]. However, other kinds of queries cannot be asked even though the
knowledge required to answer them might be available. These kinds of queries usually
involve more than a temporal constraint, e.g., “Who is certainly having breakfast before
taking a walk?” This problem arises because temporal constraint networks do not have
the required expressive power for representing all kinds of knowledge needed in a real
application.
This situation has been understood by temporal reasoning researchers, and application-
oriented systems where temporal reasoners were combined with more general knowl-
edge representation systems have been implemented. These systems include EPILOG, 1
Shocker, 2 Telos [47], TMM [12,54] and the database systems of [5,41]. EPILOG uses the
temporal reasoner Timegraph [24], Shocker uses TIMELOGIC, Telos uses a subclass of
Allen’s interval algebra [2] while TMM and the database systems of [5,41] use networks
of difference constraints [14].
Similar issues arise in spatial constraint networks [27,53] when they are used in the
context of appropriate applications.
In this paper we start from the assumption that temporal and spatial knowledge usually
captured by a constraint network can be represented more effectively if the network is
complemented by a database for storing the information typically used to label the nodes
of the network. In this way the constraint network is reserved for temporal and spatial
information that can nicely be captured by constraints, while the database contains all
other information (researchers in temporal and spatial databases usually call the latter
information thematic [26,57]). The combined system can then be queried using a first order
modal query language.
For the case of temporal applications, the above assumption has been made explicitly
in the TMM system [12,54] and the temporal relational database models of [5,41]. Of
these two database proposals the most general one is the scheme of indefinite constraint
databases proposed in [41]. In this paper we redefine the scheme of [41] (using first order
logic instead of relational database theory) and take it as the formalism in which we present
our contributions.
Our results are original and can be summarized as follows:
1 See www.cs.rochester.edu/research/epilog/.
2 See www.cs.rochester.edu/research/kr-tools.html.
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(1) Firstly, we observe that evaluating queries over indefinite constraint databases
can be a difficult computational problem (NP-hard or co-NP-hard) even when
the constraints involved are equalities and inequalities of atomic values [1]. It is
therefore important to seek tractable instances of query evaluation.
We want our tractability results to be very general so that they can be reused by
other researchers. Thus we assume that we have an arbitrary class of constraints
C with some reasonable computational and closure properties (the computational
properties of interest are that the satisfiability problem and an appropriate version
of the variable elimination problem for C should be solvable in PTIME). Under
this assumption, we demonstrate various abstract classes of indefinite constraint
databases and first-order modal queries for which query evaluation can be done with
PTIME data complexity (Theorems 4.1–4.4).
These results provide us with general theorems that can be used by any future
researcher who wants to discover tractable cases of query evaluation in databases
with indefinite information that can be expressed by constraints from a class C
satisfying the assumed properties. In fact in Section 7.2 we discuss how two
important theorems dealing with indefinite information in relational databases [22]
easily follow from our work.
(2) Then we try to find appropriate instantiations of the abstract class C among the
subclasses of Horn disjunctive linear constraints over the rationals [31,32,39].
This will enable us to make our abstract complexity results concrete and apply
them to interesting temporal and spatial domains. We choose to restrict our search
among the subclasses of Horn disjunctive linear constraints because they include
many interesting classes of temporal and spatial constraints, and their satisfiability
problem is solvable in PTIME [31,32,39]. Unfortunately, this is not the case for
the variable elimination problem [66]. We therefore try to discover subclasses
of the class of Horn-disjunctive linear constraints with the property that variable
elimination can be performed in PTIME. The class of UTVPI 6= constraints is the
largest class that we show to have this property. A UTVPI constraint is a linear
constraint of the form ±x1 6 c or ±x1 ± x2 6 c where x1, x2 are variables and c is
a rational number. The class of UTVPI 6= constraints also includes disequations of
the form ±x1 6= c or ±x1 ± x2 6= c.
Our results on UTVPI6= constraints (Section 6) are original and extend the results
of [38,40]. In the course of our developments we also provide efficient algorithms for
consistency checking and global consistency enforcement for UTVPI and UTVPI6=
constraints (Sections 5 and 6). These algorithms are interesting independently of the
rest of our results.
(3) Finally, we restate our general results with the abstract class C ranging over the
newly discovered tractable classes. Tractable query answering problems for various
interesting temporal and spatial domains are identified in this way (Section 7). Two
of these query answering problems (Theorems 7.1(a) and 7.2(a)) are significant
extensions of tractable problems identified previously in [7,60] while all others are
new.
We close our complexity analysis by showing that our tractability results identify
precisely the frontier between tractable and possibly intractable cases of query
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evaluation when the constraints of the database and the query range over subclasses
of Horn-disjunctive linear constraints. As the results of Section 7.3 demonstrate,
even very simple increases in the expressive power of the query and database classes
shown tractable can lead to NP-hardness or co-NP-hardness.
Summarizing our work, we can say that this paper contains results that will be of interest
to people working on temporal reasoning, spatial reasoning, temporal databases, spatial
databases (Sections 4 to 7) but also to people working on traditional constraint satisfaction
problems (Sections 5 and 6).
The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents some preliminary concepts.
In Section 3 we review the scheme of indefinite constraint databases and a method for query
evaluation. In Section 4 we identify tractable cases of query evaluation. Sections 5 and 6
present subclasses of Horn disjunctive linear constraints with satisfiability and variable
elimination problems that can be solved in PTIME. Section 7 uses the results of Sections 4,
5 and 6 to identify tractable query answering problems in temporal and simple spatial
domains. Finally, Section 8 discusses future work.
2. Preliminaries
We start by introducing some useful concepts for the developments in forthcoming
sections. We will deal with many-sorted first order languages [16]. For each first-order
language L we will define a structure ML that will give the intended interpretation of
formulas of L (this is called the intended structure for L). The theory Th(ML) (i.e., the set
of sentences of L that are true inML) will also be considered. Finally, for each languageL
a special class of formulas called L-constraints will be defined. L-constraints are assumed
to be formulas without quantifiers.
2.1. The language of linear constraints
We start by defining the first order language LC. The logical symbols of LC include:
parentheses, a countably infinite set of variables, the equality symbol = and the standard
sentential connectives. The non-logical symbols of LC include: a countably infinite set of
constants (one for each rational numeral), the binary function symbols+ and ∗ (the symbol
∗ can only be applied to a variable and a constant) and the binary predicate symbol <.
The intended structure MLC for interpreting the symbols of LC is defined as follows.
The domain of MLC is the set of rational numbers Q. 3 MLC assigns to each constant
symbol, an element ofQ (a rational number), to function symbol + the addition operation
for rational numbers, to function symbol ∗ the multiplication operation for rational
numbers, and to predicate symbol < the relation “less than” over the rational numbers.
Definition 2.1. An LC-constraint or linear constraint is a formula of LC of the form∑n
i=1 aixi θ r where a1, . . . , an, r are constants, x1, . . . , xn are variables and θ is 6 or
<. We freely use >,> and = as well.
3 The symbol Q is overloaded and will also refer to the only sort of LC throughout this paper. We hope this
does not create any confusion to the readers.
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The class of linear constraints will be denoted by LIN.
Example 2.1. Below we give some examples of linear constraints:
2x1 + 3x2− 4x3 < 12, x1 > 2, x1 − x2 = 0, x3 − x4 6 5.
Definition 2.2. Let C be a set of linear constraints in variables x1, . . . , xn. The solution set
of C, denoted by Sol(C), is the following relation:{




1 , . . . , x
0
n) ∈Qn and for every c ∈ C, (x01 , . . . , x0n) satisfies c
}
.
Each member of Sol(C) is called a solution of C.
The concepts of solution and solution set for an arbitrary class of constraints are defined
similarly.
Definition 2.3. A set of constraints (in some language L) is called satisfiable or consistent
if and only if its solution set is nonempty.
Example 2.2. The set of constraints of Example 2.1 is satisfiable. Tuple (3,3,1,0) is one
of its solutions.
We will also consider classes of L-constraints. A class will usually be denoted by C and
its members will be called C-constraints.
Definition 2.4. Let C be a class of constraints. The problem of deciding whether a given
set of C-constraints is satisfiable will be denoted by SAT(C).
It is a very interesting question to determine the computational complexity of the
problem SAT(C) for a given class of constraints C . In Sections 5, 6 and 7, we will see
some elegant classes of constraints with PTIME satisfiability problems.
Complexity bounds for satisfiability (and other problems) are usually specified in terms
of two parameters: the number of variables and the number of constraints in the input
constraint set. When a complexity parameter is not specified explicitly, it can be implicitly
assumed to be the size of the input constraint set. The size of a constraint set can be defined
as the number of symbols of a binary alphabet needed for its encoding. These are the
assumptions we use in the rest of this paper when we refer to computational problems with
sets of constraints as inputs.
2.2. Quantifier and variable elimination
In this section we define the operations of quantifier and variable elimination. Quantifier
elimination is an operation from mathematical logic [16]. Variable elimination is an
algebraic operation [55]. As we will see below, quantifier elimination algorithms utilize
variable elimination algorithms as subroutines. In the scheme of indefinite constraint
databases introduced in Section 3, the operation of quantifier elimination is very useful
because it can be used for query evaluation.
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Definition 2.5. Let Th be a theory in some first order language L. Th admits elimination of
quantifiers iff for every formula φ there is a disjunction φ′ of conjunctions of L-constraints
such that Th |= φ ≡ φ′.
This definition is stronger than the traditional one where φ′ is simply required to be
quantifier-free [16]. We require φ′ to be in the above form because we do not want to deal
with negations of L-constraints.
Let Th be a theory in some first order language L, and let φ be a formula. If Th
admits elimination of quantifiers, then a quantifier-free formula φ′ equivalent to φ can
be computed in the following standard way [16]:
(1) Compute the prenex normal form (Q1x1) · · · (Qmxm)ψ(x1, . . . , xm) of φ.
(2) If Qm is ∃ then let θ1 ∨ · · · ∨ θk be a disjunction equivalent to ψ(x1, . . . , xm)
where the θi ’s are conjunctions of L-constraints. Then eliminate variable xm from
each θi to compute θ ′i using a variable elimination algorithm for L-constraints. The
resulting expression is θ ′1 ∨ · · · ∨ θ ′k .
If Qm is ∀ then let θ1 ∨ · · · ∨ θk be a disjunction equivalent to ¬ψ(x1, . . . , xm)
where the θi ’s are conjunctions of L-constraints. Then eliminate variable xm from
each θi to compute θ ′i as above. The resulting expression is ¬(θ ′i ∨ · · · ∨ θ ′k).
(3) Repeat step (2) to eliminate all remaining quantifiers and obtain the required
quantifier-free formula.
Step (2) of the above algorithm assumes the existence of a variable elimination
algorithm for conjunctions (or, equivalently, sets) of L-constraints. The operation of
variable elimination can be defined as follows.
Definition 2.6. The operation of variable elimination takes as input a set C of L-con-







where ΠZ is the standard operation of projection of a relation on a subset Z of its set of
columns.
For the class of linear constraints defined above variable elimination can be performed
using Fourier’s algorithm. Fourier’s algorithm can be summarized as follows [55]. Any
weak linear inequality involving a variable x can be written in the form x 6 ru or x > rl ,
i.e., it gives an upper or a lower bound on x . Thus if we are given two linear inequalities,
one of the form x 6 ru and the other of the form x > rl , we can eliminate x and obtain the
inequality rl 6 ru. Obviously, rl 6 ru is a logical consequence of the given inequalities.
In addition, any solution of rl 6 ru can be extended to a solution of the given inequalities
(simply by choosing for x any value between the values of rl and ru). Following this
observation, Fourier’s elimination algorithm forms all pairs x 6 ru and x > rl , eliminates
x and returns the resulting constraints. The generalization of this algorithm to strict linear
inequalities is obvious.
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Example 2.3. Let C be the following set of linear constraints:
x3 6 x1, x5 < x1, x1 − x2 6 2, x4 6 x5.
The elimination of variable x1 from C using Fourier’s algorithm results in the following
set:
x3 − x2 6 2, x5 − x2 < 2, x4 6 x5.
Definition 2.7. Let C be a class of constraints. The problem of eliminating an arbitrary
number of variables from a given set of C-constraints will be denoted by VAR-ELIM(C). If
the number of variables is fixed then the problem will be denoted by FVAR-ELIM(C).
It is a very interesting question to determine the computational complexity of the
problems VAR-ELIM(C) and FVAR-ELIM(C) for a given class of constraints C . 4 In Sec-
tions 5 and 6 we will see some nice classes of constraints with PTIME variable elimination
problems.
The following theorem is well-known and will be relied on in this paper without proof.
Theorem 2.1. The theory Th(MLC) admits quantifier elimination.
The presentation of preliminary concepts is now complete. We can therefore proceed to
define the scheme of indefinite constraint databases.
3. The scheme of indefinite constraint databases
In this section we present the scheme of indefinite constraint databases originally
proposed in [41]. We follow the spirit of the original proposal but use first order logic
instead of relational database theory.
We assume the existence of a many-sorted first-order language L with a fixed intended
structureML. Let us also assume that Th(ML) admits quantifier elimination (Section 2.2
has defined this concept precisely). For the purposes of this paper L can be a language
like LC that can be used to describe temporal and spatial objects (e.g., points, intervals or
polygons).
Let us now consider, as an example, the information contained in the following two
sentences:
Mary took a walk in the park. After walking around for a while, she met Fred and
started talking to him.
The information in the above sentences is about activities (e.g., walking, talking),
constraints on the times of their occurence (e.g., after) and, finally, other information about
real-world entities (e.g., names of persons). Temporal constraint networks [2,14,61] can
be used to represent such information by capturing temporal constraints in their edges and
storing all other information as node labels.
4 The complexity of the second problem is usually trivial to compute. For all interesting constraint classes that
we can think of, FVAR-ELIM(C) can be solved in PTIME.
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In the scheme of indefinite constraint databases (and in similar formalisms like [5,12,
54]) information like the above is represented by utilising a first-order temporal language
like LC and extending it to represent non-temporal (i.e., thematic) information. Let us now
show how to do this formally in an abstract setting by considering an arbitrary many-sorted
first order language L with the properties discussed above.
3.1. From L to L ∪ EQ and (L ∪ EQ)∗
Let EQ be a fixed first order language with only equality (=) and a countably infinite
set of constant symbols. The intended structure MEQ for EQ interprets = as equality
and constants as “themselves”. EQ is a very simple language which can only be used to
represent knowledge about things that are or are not equal. EQ-constraints or equality
constraints are formulas of the form x = v or x 6= v where x is a variable, and v is a
variable or a constant.
We now consider the language L ∪ EQ. The set of sorts for L ∪ EQ will contain the
special sort D (for terms of EQ) and all the sorts of L. The intended structure for L∪ EQ
is
ML∪EQ =ML ∪MEQ.
The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 3.1. If theory Th(ML) admits quantifier elimination then the same holds for
Th(ML∪EQ).
Finally, we define a new first order language (L ∪ EQ)∗ by augmenting L ∪ EQ with
a countably infinite set of database predicate symbols p1,p2, . . . of various arities. These
predicate symbols can be used to express thematic information i.e., information with no
special temporal or spatial semantics (e.g., the name of the person who went for a walk
is Mary). The indefinite constraint databases and queries defined below are formulas of
(L∪ EQ)∗.
In Section 4 we will also need the languageL∗ which is obtained by augmenting L with
a countably infinite set of database predicate symbols of various arities. L∗ can be used
instead of (L∪EQ)∗ whenever we do not want to consider the equality constraints offered
to us by EQ.
Example 3.1. Let L be the language LC defined in Section 2. Let walk be a ternary
database predicate symbol with arguments of sort D,Q andQ respectively. The following
is a formula of the language (LC ∪ EQ)∗ capturing the fact that somebody took a walk
during some unknown interval of time:
(∃x/D)(∃t1/Q)(∃t2/Q)
(
t1 < t2 ∧ walk(x, t1, t2)
)
.
3.2. Databases and queries
In this section the symbols ST and STi will denote vectors of sorts of L. Similarly, the
symbol SD will denote a vector with all its components being the sort D.
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Indefinite constraint databases and queries are special formulas of (L ∪ EQ)∗ and are
defined as follows.












• Localj (Sxi,Sti ,Sω ) is a conjunction of L-constraints in variables Sti and Skolem
constants Sω, and EQ-constraints in variables Sxi .
• ConstraintStore(Sω) is a conjunction of L-constraints in Skolem constants Sω.
The second component of the above formula defining a database is a constraint store.
This store is a conjunction of L-constraints and corresponds to a constraint network. Sω is
a vector of Skolem constants denoting entities (e.g., points and intervals in time or points
and regions in a multi-dimensional space) about which only partial knowledge is available.
This partial knowledge has been coded in the constraint store using the language L.
The first component of the database formula is a set of equivalences completely defining
the database predicates pi (this is an instance of the well-known technique of predicate
completion in first order databases [51]).
These equivalences may refer to the Skolem constants of the constraint store. In temporal
reasoning applications, the constraint store will contain the temporal constraints usually
captured by a constraint network, while the predicates pi will encode, in a flexible way,
the events or facts usually associated with the nodes of this constraint network.
For a given database DB the first conjunct of the database formula will be denoted by
EventsAndFacts(DB), and the second one by ConstraintStore(DB). For clarity we will
sometimes write sets of conjuncts instead of conjunctions. In other words a database DB




We will feel free to use whichever definition of database fits our needs in the rest of this
paper.
The new machinery in the indefinite constraint database scheme (in comparison with
relational or Prolog databases) is the Skolem constants in EventsAndFacts(DB) and the
constraint store which is used to represent “all we know” about these Skolem constants.
Essentially this proposal is a combination of constraint databases (without indefinite
information) as defined in [35], and the marked null values proposal of [22,30]. Similar
ideas can also be found in the first order databases of [51].
Let us now give some examples of indefinite constraint databases. The constraint
language used is LC.
Example 3.2. The following is an indefinite constraint database which formalises the
information in the paragraph considered at the beginning of this section.
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(∀x/D)(∀t1, t2/Q)
(




(x =Mary ∧ y = Fred ∧ t3 = ω3 ∧ t4 = ω4)≡ talk(x, y, t3, t4)
)}
,
{ω1 <ω2, ω1 <ω3, ω3 <ω2, ω3 <ω4}
)
.
This database contains information about the events walk and talk in which Mary and Fred
participate. The temporal information expressed by order constraints is indefinite since we
do not know the exact constraint between Skolem constants ω2 and ω4.
Example 3.3. Let us consider the following planning database used by a medical
laboratory for keeping track of patient appointments for the year 1996.({
(∀x, y/D)(∀t1, t2/Q)((
(x = Smith ∧ y = Chem1 ∧ t1 = ω1 ∧ t2 = ω2) ∨
(x = Smith ∧ y = Chem2 ∧ t1 = ω3 ∧ t2 = ω4) ∨
(x = Smith ∧ y = Radiation ∧ t1 = ω5 ∧ t2 = ω6)
)
≡ treatment(x, y, t1, t2)
)}
,
{ω1 > 0, ω2 > 0, ω3 > 0, ω4 > 0, ω5 > 0, ω6 > 0,
ω2 = ω1 + 1, ω4 = ω3 + 1, ω6 = ω5 + 2, ω2 6 91, ω3 > 91, ω4 6 182,
ω3 −ω2 > 60, ω5 −ω4 > 20, ω6 6 213}
)
.
In this example the set of rationalsQ is our time line. The year 1996 is assumed to start
at time 0 and every interval [i, i+ 1) represents a day (for i ∈Z and i > 0). Time intervals
will be represented by their endpoints. They will always be assumed to be of the form
[B,E) where B and E are the endpoints.
The above database represents the following information:
(1) There are three scheduled appointments for treatment of patient Smith. This is
represented by three conjuncts in the disjunction defining the extension of predicate
treatment.
(2) Chemotherapy appointments must be scheduled for a single day. Radiation appoint-
ments must be scheduled for two consecutive days. This information is represented
by constraints ω2 = ω1 + 1, ω4 = ω3 + 1, and ω6 = ω5 + 2.
(3) The first chemotherapy appointment for Smith should take place in the first three
months of 1996 (i.e., days 0–91). This information is represented by the constraints
ω1 > 0 and ω2 6 91.
(4) The second chemotherapy appointment for Smith should take place in the second
three months of 1996 (i.e., days 92–182). This information is represented by
constraints ω3 > 91 and ω4 6 182.
(5) The first chemotherapy appointment for Smith must precede the second by at least
two months (60 days). This information is represented by constraint ω3 −ω2 > 60.
(6) The radiation appointment for Smith should follow the second chemotherapy
appointment by at least 20 days. Also, it should take place before the end of July
(i.e., day 213). This information is represented by constraints ω5 − ω4 > 20 and
ω6 6 213.
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Fig. 1. The areas of Example 3.4.
Let us now give an example involving indefinite spatial information. In this paper we
only deal with indefinite spatial information that can be expressed by linear constraints
(i.e., we do not consider other interesting kinds of spatial constraints, e.g., topological [53]
or directional [44]).
Example 3.4. Consider Fig. 1 and assume that there is some species inhabiting the
rectangular area A. Now assume that there is some form of atmospheric pollution which
has been generated due to some industrial accident at point (5,5). The extent of the
pollution is not known precisely at this time. All we know is that the minimum area
polluted is given by rectangleB and the maximum by rectangleC. The following indefinite
constraint database represents all the known information.({
(∀x, y/Q)(
(5−ω6 x ∧ x 6 5+ω ∧ 5−ω6 y ∧ y 6 5+ω)≡ polluted(x, y)),
(∀x, y/Q)(
x + y 6 20 ∧ x + y > 16 ∧ x − y 6 12 ∧ x − y >−4≡ species(x, y))},
{ω> 2,ω6 4}).
Let us now define queries. The concept of query defined here is more expressive than
the query languages for temporal constraint networks proposed in [4,6,60], and it is similar
to the concept of query in TMM [54].
Definition 3.2. A first order modal query over an indefinite constraint database is an
expression of the form Sx/SD, t¯/ST : OPφ(Sx, t¯ ) where OP is the modal operator 3 or 2,
and φ is a formula of (L ∪ EQ)∗. The constraints in formula φ are only L-constraints and
EQ-constraints.
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Modal queries will be distinguished as certainty or necessity queries (2) and possibility
queries (3).
Example 3.5. The following query refers to the database of Example 3.2 and asks “Who
was the person who possibly had a conversation with Fred during this person’s walk in the
park?”:
x/D: 3(∃t1, t2, t3, t4/Q)(
walk(x, t1, t2) ∧ talk(x,Fred, t3, t4) ∧ t1 < t3 ∧ t4 < t2
)
.
Let us observe that each query can only have one modal operator which should be
placed in front of a formula of (L ∪ EQ)∗. Thus we do not have a full-fledged modal
query language like the ones in [43,45,52]. Such a query language can be beneficial in
any application involving indefinite information but we will not consider this issue in this
paper.
We now define the concept of an answer to a query.
Definition 3.3. Let q be the query Sx/SD, t¯/ST : 3φ(Sx, t¯ ) over an indefinite constraint
database DB. The answer to q is a pair (answer(Sx, t¯ ), ∅) such that
(1) answer(Sx, t¯ ) is a formula of the form
k∨
j=1
Localj (Sx, t¯ ),
where Localj (Sx, t¯ ) is a conjunction of L-constraints in variables t¯ and EQ-
constraints in variablesSx.
(2) Let V be a variable assignment for variables Sx and t¯ . If there exists a model M of
DB which agrees withML∪EQ on the interpretation of the symbols of L∪EQ, and
M satisfies φ(Sx, t¯ ) under V then V satisfies answer(Sx, t¯ ) and vice versa.
We have chosen the notation (answer(Sx, t¯ ), ∅) to signify that an answer is also a
database which consists of a single predicate defined by the formula answer(Sx, t¯ ) and
the empty constraint store. In other words, no Skolem constant (i.e., no uncertainty) is
present in the answer to a modal query. Although our databases may contain uncertainty,
we know for sure what is possible and what is certain.
Example 3.6. The answer to the query of Example 3.5 is (x =Mary, ∅).
The definition of answer in the case of certainty queries is the same as Definition 3.3
with the second condition changed to:
(2) Let M be any model of DB which agrees withML∪EQ on the interpretation of the
symbols of L ∪ EQ. Let V be a variable assignment for variables Sx and t¯ . If M
satisfies φ(Sx, t¯ ) under V then V satisfies answer(Sx, t¯ ) and vice versa.
Definition 3.4. A query is called closed or yes/no if it does not have any free variables.
Queries with free variables are called open.
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Example 3.7. The query of Example 3.5 is open. The following is its corresponding closed
query:
: 3(∃x/D)(∃t1, t2, t3, t4/Q)(
walk(x, t1, t2) ∧ talk(x,Fred, t3, t4) ∧ t1 < t3 ∧ t4 < t2
)
.
By convention, when a query is closed, its answer can be either (true,∅) (which means
yes) or (false,∅) (which means no).
Example 3.8. The answer to the query of Example 3.7 is (true,∅) i.e., yes.
Let us now give some more examples of queries.
Example 3.9. Let us consider the database of Example 3.3 and the query “Find all
appointments for patients that can possibly start at the 92th day of 1996”. This query can
be expressed as follows:{
x, y/D: 3(∃t1, t2/Q)(treatment(x, y, t1, t2) ∧ t1 = 92)}.
The answer to this query is the following:(
(x = Smith ∧ y = Chem2) ∨ (x = Smith ∧ y = Radiation), ∅).
Example 3.10. The following query refers to the database of Example 3.4 and asks “Is it
certain that the polluted area overlaps the area inhabited by the species of interest?”:
: 2(∃x, y/Q)(polluted(x, y) ∧ species(x, y)).
The answer to this query is no.
3.3. Query evaluation is quantifier elimination
Query evaluation over indefinite constraint databases can be viewed as quantifier
elimination in the theory Th(ML∪EQ). Th(ML∪EQ) admits quantifier elimination. This
is a consequence of the assumption that Th(ML) admits quantifier elimination (see
beginning of this section) and the fact that Th(MEQ) admits quantifier elimination (proved
in [36]). The following theorem is essentially from [41].







Localj (Sxi,Sti ,Sω)≡ pi(Sxi,Sti )
)
∧ ConstraintStore(Sω).
and q be the query Sy/SD,Sz/ST : 3φ(Sy,Sz ). The answer to q is (answer(Sy,Sz ), ∅) where
answer(Sy,Sz ) is a disjunction of conjunctions of EQ-constraints in variables Sy and L-
constraints in variablesSz obtained by eliminating quantifiers from the following formula
of L=:
(∃Sω/ST ′)(ConstraintStore(Sω) ∧ ψ(Sy,Sz,Sω)).
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In this formula the vector of Skolem constants Sω has been substituted by a vector of
appropriately quantified variables with the same name (ST ′ is a vector of sorts of L).
ψ(Sy,Sz,Sω ) is obtained from φ(Sy,Sz ) by substituting every atomic formula with database
predicate pi by an equivalent disjunction of conjunctions of L-constraints. This equivalent
disjunction is obtained by consulting the definition
li∨
j=1
Localj (Sxi,Sti ,Sω )≡ pi(Sxi,Sti )
of predicate pi in the database DB.
If q is a certainty query then answer(Sy,Sz ) is obtained by eliminating quantifiers from
the formula
(∀Sω/ST ′)(ConstraintStore(Sω) ⊃ ψ(Sy,Sz,Sω)),
where ConstraintStore(Sω) and ψ(Sy,Sz,Sω) are defined as above.
Example 3.11. Using the above theorem, the query of Example 3.5 can be answered by
eliminating quantifiers from the formula:
(∃ω1,ω2,ω3,ω4/Q)
(ω1 <ω2 ∧ ω1 <ω3 ∧ ω3 <ω2 ∧ ω3 <ω4)∧
(∃t1, t2, t3, t4/Q)
(
(x =Mary ∧ t1 = ω1 ∧ t2 = ω2)∧
(x =Mary ∧ t3 = ω3 ∧ t4 = ω4) ∧ t1 < t3 ∧ t4 < t2
)
.
The result of this elimination is the formula x =Mary.
Example 3.12. Using the above theorem, the query of Example 3.10 can be answered by
eliminating quantifiers from the formula:
(∀ω/Q)(ω > 2 ∧ ω6 4 ⊃
(∃x, y/Q)(5−ω6 x ∧ x 6 5+ω ∧ 5−ω6 y ∧ y 6 5+ω ∧
x + y 6 20 ∧ x + y > 16 ∧ x − y 6 12 ∧ x − y >−4)).
The result of this elimination is the formula false.
Let us close this section by pointing out that what we have defined is a database scheme.
Given various choices for L, one can use the developed formalism to study any kind of
databases with indefinite information (e.g., temporal or spatial) that can be expressed by
constraints of L. The complexity results of the next section have been developed in a
similar spirit. They talk about arbitrary constraint classes that satisfy certain properties.
The instantiation of these results to classes of temporal and spatial constraints constraints
is given in Section 7.
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4. Tractable query evaluation in indefinite constraint databases
In this section we consider the computational complexity of evaluating possibility and
certainty queries over indefinite constraint databases. The complexity of query evaluation
will be measured using the notion of data complexity originally introduced by database
theoreticians [59]. When we use data complexity, we measure the complexity of query
evaluation as a function of the database size only; the size of the query is considered fixed.
This assumption is reasonable and it has also been made in previous work on querying
temporal constraint networks [60]. For the purposes of this paper the size of the database
under the data complexity measure can be defined as the number of symbols of a binary
alphabet that are used for its encoding.
We already know that evaluating possibility queries over indefinite constraint databases
can be NP-hard even when we only have equality and inequality constraints between
atomic values [1]; similarly evaluating certainty queries is co-NP-hard. It is therefore
important to seek tractable instances of query evaluation.
As with the definitions of Section 3, we would like to develop our tractability results
in a general way. Thus we assume the existence of a many-sorted first-order language L
with a fixed intended structureML such that Th(ML) admits quantifier elimination. We
also assume that we have subclasses of the class of L-constraints with some reasonable
computational and closure properties. Under these assumptions, we show that there are
several classes of indefinite constraint databases and modal queries, for which query
evaluation can be done with PTIME data complexity.
The rest of this paper does not consider equality constraints (from language EQ) as they
have been used in the definition of databases (Definition 3.1) and queries (Definition 3.2).
This can be done without loss of generality because they do not change our results in
any way. We reach tractable cases of query evaluation by restricting the classes of L-
constraints, databases and queries we allow. The concepts of query type and database type
introduced below allow us to make these distinctions.
4.1. Query types
A query type is a tuple of the following form:
Q(OpenOrClosed,Modality,FO-Formula-Type,Constraints).
The first argument of a query type can take the values Open or Closed and distinguishes
between open and closed queries. The argument Modality can be 3 or 2 representing
possibility or necessity queries respectively.
The third argument FO-Formula-Type can take the values
FirstOrder, PositiveExistential or SinglePredicate.
The value FirstOrder denotes that the first-order expression part of the query can be an
arbitrary first-order formula. Similarly, PositiveExistential denotes that the first order part
of the query is a positive existential formula, i.e., it is of the form (∃Sx/Ss )φ(Sx ) where
φ involves only the logical symbols ∧ and ∨ . Finally, SinglePredicate denotes that the
query is of the formSu/Ss1: OP (∃t¯/Ss2)p(Su, t¯ ) whereSu and t¯ are vectors of variables,Ss1,Ss2
are vectors of sorts, p is a database predicate symbol and OP is a modal operator.
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The fourth argument Constraints denotes the class of constraints that are used in
the query. Definition 3.2 allows queries to contain any constraint from the class of L-
constraints. This section will also consider restricting query constraints to members of any
constraint class C such that C is a subclass of the class of L-constraints. For example the
query
: 2(∃x, y, t, u/Q)(r(x, t) ∧ p(y,u) ∧ t + u6 4)
is in the query class Q(Closed,2,PositiveExistential,UTVPI) and uses constraints from
the class UTVPI (a subclass of linear constraints to be defined in Section 5). The special
constraint class NONE will also be used in the cases where we want to consider queries
that contain database predicates but no constraints.
4.2. Database types
A database type is a tuple of the following form:
DB(Arity,LocalCondition,ConstraintStore).
Argument Arity denotes the maximum arity of the database predicates. It can take values
Monadic, Binary, Ternary, . . . ,N-ary (i.e., arbitrary).
Argument LocalCondition denotes the constraint class used in the definition of the database
predicates. Finally, argument ConstraintStore denotes the class of constraints in the
constraint store. Definition 3.1 allows the local conditions and the constraint store to
contain any constraint from the class of L-constraints. This section will also consider
restrictions to members of any constraint class C such that C is a subclass of the class
of L-constraints. For example a database having
(i) N -ary predicates defined by a disjunction of conjunctions of linear equalities, and
(ii) a constraint store which is a set of linear constraints
can be represented by type DB(N-ary,LINEQ,LIN) where LINEQ is the class of linear
equalities.
4.3. Complexity results
In this section we present our results assuming the data complexity measure. Before we
proceed we need the following definitions.
Definition 4.1. If C is a class of constraints then ∨C denotes a new class consisting of all
possible disjunctions of C-constraints.
Definition 4.2. A class of constraints C is closed under variable elimination if for every
set C of C-constraints with set of variables X and every subset Z of X, there exists a set
C′ of ∨C-constraints such that Sol(C′)=ΠZ(Sol(C)).
The notion of closure under variable elimination is very useful in our formalism. During
query processing if a variable is eliminated from a set constraints that are used to define a
database predicate, the result of the elimination must define a new database predicate.
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The class of linear constraints defined in Section 2 is closed under variable elimination.
Also, as we will see, all the classes of constraints to be considered in Sections 5 and 6 are
closed under variable elimination.
Let us now proceed with our results. Some proofs are straightforward and are omitted.
We first consider closed queries.
Lemma 4.1. Let C be a class of constraints which is closed under variable elimination.
Evaluating a query of the class
Q(Closed,3,PositiveExistential,C)
over an indefinite constraint database of the class DB(N-ary,C,C) is equivalent to
deciding the consistency of m formulas of the form CS(Sω) ∧ θ(Sω) where CS and θ are
conjunctions of C-constraints in variables Sω, and m is a parameter depending on the size
of the database.
Proof. A query of the class
Q(Closed,3,PositiveExistential,C)
is of the form : 3(∃t¯ )φ(t¯ ) where φ is a formula of L∗ with C-constraints involving only
the logical symbols ∧ and ∨ . According to Theorem 3.1, evaluating the above query is
equivalent to performing quantifier elimination to the formula
(∃Sω)(CS(Sω) ∧ (∃t¯ )ξ(t¯,Sω )),
where ξ is a formula of L with C-constraints as atomic formulas. ξ is the formula which is
derived from φ and the database. Using standard methods [35,41], the above formula can
be transformed into
(∃Sω)(CS(Sω )∧ (∃t¯ )(ψ1(t¯ ,Sω)∨ · · · ∨ψk(t¯,Sω ))),
where ψi , 1 6 i 6 k, are conjunctions of C-constraints in variables Sω and t¯ , and k is a
parameter depending on the size of the database. Distributing ∃ over ∨ we arrive at the
following formula:
(∃Sω)(CS(Sω )∧ ((∃t¯ )ψ1(t¯ ,Sω)∨ · · · ∨ (∃t¯ )ψk(t¯,Sω ))).
Then, we can eliminate (∃t¯ ) from each disjunct and get the formula
(∃Sω)(CS(Sω )∧ (θ1(Sω)∨ · · · ∨ θm(Sω))),
where each θi is a conjunction of C-constraints (because C is closed under variable
elimination), and m> k is a parameter depending on the size of the database. Distributing
∧ and ∃ over ∨ we have:
(∃Sω)(CS(Sω )∧ θ1(Sω))∨ · · · ∨ (∃Sω)(CS(Sω)∧ θm(Sω)).
To answer this query we have to perform a satisfiability check for each of formulas
CS(Sω) ∧ θi(Sω). If we find a satisfiable one, we stop answering yes. Otherwise, if we
exhaust all disjuncts and there is no satisfiable one, we answer no. 2
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Theorem 4.1. Let C be a class of constraints which is closed under variable elimination,
and the problems SAT(C) and FVAR-ELIM(C) can be solved in PTIME. Let DB be an
indefinite constraint database of the class DB(N-ary,C,C) and q be a query of the class
Q(Closed,3,PositiveExistential,C). The problem of deciding whether q(DB) = yes can
be solved with PTIME data complexity.
Proof. All steps of Lemma 4.1 can be done in PTIME. The parameters k and m are
polynomials in the size of the database. The step where quantifier (∃t¯ ) is eliminated can be
done in PTIME because the size of t¯ is fixed and FVAR-ELIM(C) can be done in PTIME.
The satisfiability checks can be done in PTIME because SAT(C) can be solved in PTIME.
Therefore, the total computation for the evaluation is in PTIME. 2
The following definition is needed below.
Definition 4.3. If C is a class of constraints then ∨SC is a new class of constraints defined
as follows. A constraint c is in ∨SC iff c is a disjunction of negations of C-constraints.
Lemma 4.2. Let E,C be two classes of constraints such that E is closed under variable
elimination, E ⊆ C and ∨SE ⊆ C . Evaluating a query of the class
Q(Closed,2,PositiveExistential,E)
over an indefinite constraint database of the class DB(N-ary,E,C) is equivalent to
deciding the consistency of a formula of the form
CS(Sω)∧ θ1(Sω)∧ · · · ∧ θm(Sω),
where CS is a conjunction of C-constraints in variables Sω, the θi’s are C-constraints, and
m is a parameter depending on the size of the database.
Theorem 4.2. Let E,C be two classes of constraints such that E is closed under variable
elimination, E ⊆ C , ∨SE ⊆ C and the problems SAT(C) and FVAR-ELIM(E) can be solved
in PTIME. Let DB be an indefinite constraint database of the class DB(N-ary,E,C) and
q be a query of the class Q(Closed,2,PositiveExistential,E). The problem of deciding
whether q(DB)= yes can be solved with PTIME data complexity.
We now turn our attention to tractable query evaluation for open queries.
Lemma 4.3. Let C be a class of constraints which is closed under variable elimination.
Evaluating a query of the class
Q(Open,3,PositiveExistential,C)
over an indefinite constraint database of the class DB(N-ary,C,C) is equivalent to
eliminating quantifiers from m formulas of the form (∃Sω )(CS(Sω) ∧ θ(Su,Sω)) where CS
and θ are conjunctions of C-constraints,Su is the vector of free variables of the query, and
m is a parameter depending on the size of the database.
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Theorem 4.3. Let C be a class of constraints which is closed under variable elimination,
and the problem VAR-ELIM(C) can be solved in PTIME. Let DB be an indefinite
constraint database of the class DB(N-ary,C,C) and q be a query of the class
Q(Open,3,PositiveExistential,C). The problem of evaluating q(DB) can be solved with
PTIME data complexity.
Before we proceed to the next result, we give two useful definitions.
Definition 4.4. Let C be a class of constraints. C is closed under negation if the negation
of every C-constraint is equivalent to a single C-constraint.
Definition 4.5. Let E and C be two classes of constraints, and k be a positive integer. Then
SE ∨ C6k will denote the class of constraints such that each of its elements is a disjunction
of an arbitrary number of negations of E-constraints and at most k C-constraints.
The next lemma and theorem deal with a special case of the general database type
specification
DB(Arity,LocalCondition,ConstraintStore).
Here (but also in Section 7) we consider the type of a database which consists of predicates
defined by a disjunction of conjunctions with the following additional property: each
conjunction consists of an arbitrary number of conjuncts that are E-constraints and at most
k conjuncts that are C-constraints (where E , C are classes of constraints and k is a positive
integer). 5 We will use the notation E ∪ C6k to refer to conjunctions (or sets) of constraints
of this type, and reserve the notation
DB(Arity,E ∪ C6k,ConstraintStore)
for the corresponding database type.
Lemma 4.4. Let E,C be classes of constraints such that C is closed under negation and
constraint sets of the type E ∪ C61 are closed under variable elimination. 6 Evaluating
a query of the class Q(Open,2,SinglePredicate,NONE) over an indefinite constraint
database of the class
DB(N-ary,E ∪ C61,C)
is equivalent to eliminating quantifiers from a formula of the form
(∃Sω)(CS(Sω)∧ θ1(Su,Sω )∧ · · · ∧ θm(Su,Sω )),
where CS is a conjunction of constraints in C , each θi is a constraint in SE ∨ C61, Su is
the vector of free variables of the query, and m is parameter depending on the size of the
database.
5 Our definition is general but only the values k = 1 and k = 2 will be used.
6 Instead of a formal definition for the term “a set of type . . . is closed under variable elimination”, we refer the
reader to the similar Definition 4.2.
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Theorem 4.4. Let E,C be classes of constraints. Let us also assume that C is closed under
negation, constraint sets of type E ∪ C61 are closed under variable elimination, and the
problems FVAR-ELIM(E ∪ C61) and VAR-ELIM(SE ∨ C61) can be solved in PTIME. Let
DB be an indefinite constraint database of the class
DB(N-ary,E ∪ C61,C)
and q be a query of the class Q(Open,2,SinglePredicate,NONE). The problem of
evaluating q(DB) can be solved with PTIME data complexity.
This section presented general results on tractable query answering problems for the
scheme of indefinite constraint databases. Our theorems can be used by any future
researcher who wants to discover tractable cases of query evaluation in databases with
indefinite information that can be expressed by constraints from a class C satisfying the
assumed properties.
The careful reader would have noticed that the results for possibility queries (Theo-
rems 4.1 and 4.3) are possibly more interesting than the results for certainty queries (The-
orems 4.2 and 4.4) because they impose only reasonable assumptions on databases and
queries. In the case of necessity queries we were forced to restrict databases and queries
quite severely in order to come up with tractable query evaluation problems. We do not
view this as a shortcoming of our work since it agrees with the experiences of other re-
searchers [1,22,63].
Our final goal is to see how the abstract results of this section can become concrete by
considering various useful languages L of linear constraints. To achieve this, we have to
find subclasses of linear constraints that have the nice properties assumed by the theorems
of this section. This is what is done in Sections 5 and 6.
5. The class of UTVPI constraints
Linear constraints have been studied a lot in computer science, and more recently in
temporal and spatial reasoning. The following theorem is a well-known result from linear
programming.
Theorem 5.1 [34]. The satisfiability of a set of linear constraints can be decided in
PTIME.
The class HDL of Horn-disjunctive linear constraints is an interesting extension of the
class of linear constraints because the satisfiability problem still remains in PTIME.
Definition 5.1 [31,32,39]. A Horn-disjunctive linear constraint or HDL constraint is a
formula of LC of the form d1 ∨ · · · ∨ dn where each di , i = 1, . . . , n, is a weak linear
inequality or a linear disequation and the number of inequalities among d1, . . . , dn does
not exceed one.
HDL constraints are formulas of LC therefore they are defined over the sets of rational
numbers. However, the results of this paper do not change if we consider HDL constraints
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over the real numbers (density is the only important property). Similar results cannot be
developed for the case of integers because the presence of disequations and the discreteness
property quickly lead to intractability (NP-completeness of the satisfiability problem).
Jonsson and Bäckström [31,32] and Koubarakis [39] have shown that HDL constraints
subsume many interesting classes of temporal and simple spatial constraints.
Example 5.1. The following is a set of HDL constraints:
3x1 + x5 − 3x4 6 10,
x1 + x3 + x5 6= 7,
3x1 + x5 − 3x4 6 10∨ 2x1 + 3x2 − 4x3 6= 4∨ x1 + x3 + x5 6= 7,
4x1 + x3 6= 3∨ 5x2 + 3x5 + x4 6= 5.
Theorem 5.2 [8,31,32,39]. The satisfiability of a set of HDL constraints can be decided
in PTIME.
The class HDL is closed under variable elimination [39]. However, we do not have a nice
theorem like the above concerning the complexity of variable elimination. In fact variable
elimination cannot be done in PTIME even for sets of linear inequalities. If we have a set C
of linear inequalities, it might not be possible to describe the result of a variable elimination
operation on C by a set of linear inequalities with size less than exponential in the number
of eliminated variables [66].
The following is a weaker result which considers HDL constraints and a fixed number
of variables.
Theorem 5.3 [39]. We can eliminate a fixed number of variables from a set of Horn
disjunctive linear constraints in PTIME.
Variable elimination is very closely connected to the concept of global consistency [11].
Definition 5.2. Let C be a set of constraints in variables x1, . . . , xn. For any i such that
1 6 i 6 n, C(x1, . . . , xi) will denote the set of constraints in C involving only variables
x1, . . . , xi .
Definition 5.3. Let C be a set of HDL constraints in variables x1, . . . , xn and 1 6 i 6 n.
C is called i-consistent iff for every i − 1 distinct variables x1, . . . , xi−1, every tuple
u= (x01 , . . . , x0i−1) ∈Qi−1 such that u satisfies the constraints C(x1, . . . , xi−1) and every
variable xi different from x1, . . . , xi−1, there exists x0i ∈Q such that u can be extended to




i ) which satisfies the constraints C(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi). C is called
strong i-consistent if it is j -consistent for every j, 1 6 j 6 i . C is called globally
consistent iff it is i-consistent for every i , 16 i 6 n.
The above definition can be given similarly for an arbitrary class of constraints [11].
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If we have a globally consistent set then eliminating variables is trivial: we discard
the constraints involving the eliminated variables and the remaining constraints form
our answer. This property of globally consistent sets has most recently been used in the
constraint query algebras of [20,21].
Given the above, the question that naturally comes to mind is the following. Are there
subclasses of HDL constraints where variable elimination and global consistency can be
done in PTIME? We already know one such class.
Definition 5.4. A DIFF6= constraint is a formula t1 ∼ c or t1 − t2 ∼ c where t1, t2 are
variables ranging over the rational numbers, c is a rational constant and ∼ is 6 or 6= [18,
40].
The above constraint class extends the class of difference constraints or DIFF
constraints studied in temporal reasoning [13] by adding disequations of the form
x1 − x2 6= c or x1 6= c. DIFF constraints have been used in the database of Example 3.3.
DIFF 6= constraints have some nice computational properties as the following theorem
shows.
Theorem 5.4 [40]. LetC be a set of DIFF6= constraints. We can enforce global consistency
of C (and thus eliminate any number of variables from C) in O(dn4) time where d is the
number of disequations and n is the number of variables in C.
Can we extend the class of DIFF (or DIFF6=) constraints without sacrificing its nice
computational properties? This question is answered in this and the next section.
Two natural extensions of DIFF constraints are the classes of TVPI constraints and
UTVPI constraints [33,56]. TVPI is an acronym for linear inequalities with at most Two
Variables Per Inequality. UTVPI constraints are TVPI constraints with Unit coefficients.
Definition 5.5. A TVPI constraint is a formula ax1 + bx2 6 c where x1, x2 are variables
ranging over the rational numbers and a, b, c are rational constants. A UTVPI constraint
is a TVPI constraint where a, b ∈ {−1,0,1}.
Example 5.2. Below we give some examples of TVPI and UTVPI constraints:
−x1 6 12, x1 + x2 6 2, 3x3 − 4x2 6 6.
UTVPI constraints have also been used in the database of Example 3.4.
TVPI constraints are a very useful class of linear constraints for spatial databases over
Q2 since they can be used to define any kind of polygon. The restriction to unit coefficients
is also useful since several kinds of polygons can be defined using only UTVPI constraints
(e.g., arbitrary rectangles, several kinds of triangles and octagons and so on). Stuckey [58]
has proposed to use UTVPI constraints (instead of the standard bounding boxes) for
indexing arbitrary k-dimensional objects in spatial databases. In this paper we will only
consider UTVPI constraints. UTVPI constraints over the integers have also been studied
in [29,33].
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UTVPI constraints in variables x1, . . . , xn can be represented by an undirected labelled
graph GC = (V ,E) where V = {v1, . . . , vn} and for every constraint c ∈ C involving
variables xi and xj there is an edge (vi , vj ) ∈ E labelled with c [56]. We will refer to
the graph representation of UTVPI constraints only when we estimate the computational
complexity of our algorithms.
In this section we show that deciding consistency, performing variable elimination and
enforcing global consistency for UTVPI constraints can be done in PTIME. These results
follow easily from the results of [33] on UTVPI constraints over the integers and are
included here only because they will be used in Section 6. One original contribution of
this section is the complexity bound of Theorem 5.6 in terms of the parameter width in the
tradition of directional consistency algorithms [15].
If xi and xj are rational variables then there are four possible types of UTVPI constraints
between them:
xi + xj 6 sij , xi − xj 6 dij , xj − xi 6 dji, −xi − xj 6 s′ij .
Equivalently−s′ij 6 xi + xj 6 sij , −dji 6 xi − xj 6 dij .
Theorem 5.5. Consider the following system of UTVPI constraints:
xi + xj 6 sij , xi − xj 6 dij , xj − xi 6 dji, −xi − xj 6 s′ij .
This system has a solution iff −s′ij 6 sij and −dji 6 dij .
The algorithm in Fig. 2 decides whether a given set of UTVPI constraintsC is consistent.
The algorithm repeatedly computes some form of limited transitive closure of the input
constraint set. More precisely, it propagates constraints on pairs of variables (xi, xj ) and
(xj , xk) to produce constraints on pairs of variables (xi, xk). The propagation occurs only
in one direction following the variable order x1, . . . , xn. Any order of variables could have
Algorithm UTVPI-CONSISTENCY
For j = 1 to n do
For every i, k such that j < i, k 6 n do
a :=min(sij , sij + dkj , dij + sjk)
a′ :=max(−s′
ij
, −dij − s′jk, −s′ij − djk)
b :=min(dij , sij + s′jk, dij + djk)
b′ :=max(−dji , −s′ij − sjk, −dji − dkj )
If a′ 6 a and b′ 6 b then
Substitute the constraints on variables xi , xk





Fig. 2. Deciding consistency of a set C of UTVPI constraints in variables x0, x1, . . . , xn .
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been used for the same purpose. UTVPI consistency is therefore a directional consistency
algorithm in the sense of [11].
We can also see that UTVPI-CONSISTENCY is essentially Fourier’s variable elimination
algorithm [55] specialized for the class of UTVPI constraints. Variables are eliminated in
the order x1, . . . , xn but constraints involving eliminated variables are not discarded (but
are not used in subsequent steps too). UTVPI-CONSISTENCY can be slightly modified to
give a classic variable elimination algorithm for UTVPI constraints.
The next theorem makes use of the definition of width of a constraint set [15,17].
Definition 5.6. Let C be a set of UTVPI constraints in variables x1, . . . , xn. Let wj(C)
denote the number of variables xi such that i > j and there exists a constraint involving xj
and xi in C. The width of constraint set C along the variable ordering x1, . . . , xn, denoted
by w(C), is max16j6n wj (C).
Theorem 5.6. Algorithm UTVPI-CONSISTENCY is correct and runs in O(nw2) time
where w is the width of the constraint set C along the variable ordering x1, . . . , xn after
termination.
Proof. The correctness follows from the correctness of Fourier’s variable elimination
algorithm for linear constraints. The time complexity bound can be achieved if C is
represented by the equivalent graph GC and for every variable xl we have constant time
access to all the edges used when the outer for-loop of UTVPI-CONSISTENCY reaches
j = l. This can be implemented by using an adjacency list representation of GC where
each node has four different adjacency lists corresponding to the four possible types of
UTVPI constraints on two variables. 2
Corollary 5.1. The class UTVPI is closed under variable elimination.
Corollary 5.2. Let C be a set of UTVPI constraints in variables x1, . . . , xn. We can
eliminate variables x1, . . . , xm from C in O(mw2) time where w is the width of the
constraint set C along variable ordering x1, . . . , xm, xm+1, . . . , xn after termination.
Global consistency of UTVPI constraints can also be achieved in PTIME by Algorithm
UTVPI-GCONSISTENCY. This algorithm will not be given explicitly. It is obtained by the
following simple modification of Algorithm UTVPI-CONSISTENCY:
Substitute the first two lines that introduce For statements by “For i, j, k = 0 to n do”
and remove the first of the lines with the keyword EndFor.
Theorem 5.7. Algorithm UTVPI-GCONSISTENCY is correct and it runs in O(n3) time.
Proof. The correctness proof is easy and follows from [33]. If we assume an adjacency
matrix implementation of the graph representing C then the time complexity bound is
trivially implied. 2
Having studied the properties of UTVPI constraints we now turn to an extension of this
class.
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6. The class of UTVPI6= constraints
We will extend the class of UTVPI constraints to include disequations of the form
±x1 6= c or±x1±x2 6= c. UTVPI6= constraints give us more expressive power by allowing
a limited form of negative information. For example, in spatial constraint databases over
Q2 disequations can be used to remove points and straight lines from polygons defined
by UTVPI constraints. Our developments will follow [41] where the class of DIFF6=
constraints has been considered. All the results of this section are original.
Definition 6.1. A UTVPI 6= constraint is a formula±x1 ∼ c or ±x1± x2 ∼ c where x1, x2
are variables ranging over the rational numbers, c is a rational constant and ∼ is 6 or 6=.
Example 6.1. Below we give some examples of UTVPI 6= constraints:
−x1 6 12, x1 + x2 6 2, x3 − x2 6 0.5, x3 + x2 6= 6.
As in the case of UTVPI constraints, a set C of UTVPI6= constraints can also be
represented by an undirected labelled graph GC . The only difference is that now edges
can also be labelled by disequations.
Definition 6.2. If C is a set of UTVPI 6= constraints then conv(C) will denote the convex
part of C i.e., C minus its disequations.
Example 6.2. If C = {x1 6 12, x1 + x2 6 2, x3 + x2 6= 6} then conv(C) = {x1 6 12,
x1 + x2 6 2}.
Theorem 6.1. Let C be a set of UTVPI6= constraints. Determining the consistency of C
can be done in O(n3 + d) time where d is the number of disequations and n is the number
of variables in C.
Proof. We first run UTVPI-GCONSISTENCY on conv(C). Then we check each disequa-
tion xi + xj 6= r (or xi − xj 6= r) and see if it contradicts the constraints of C. The only
way there might be a contradiction is if the globally consistent set C contains the pair of
constraints r 6 xi + xj 6 r (or r 6 xi − xj 6 r). The correctness of this algorithm follows
from the main result of [46] on the independence of disequations for systems of linear
constraints. If we assume that the graph representing C is implemented by an adjacency
matrix, the complexity of the above task is O(n3 + d) time. 2
This theorem extends a result of Gerevini and Cristani [19] who consider consistency of
DIFF 6= constraints.
The above theorem does not hold if UTVPI 6= constraints over the integers are
considered. In this case the consistency problem can be easily shown to be NP-complete.
6.1. Variable elimination and global consistency
We now turn our attention to variable elimination for UTVPI6= constraints. We show
that the class UTVPI 6= is closed under variable elimination and that this operation can
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be performed in PTIME. For technical reasons it will be easier to show first that global
consistency for UTVPI6= constraints can be enforced in PTIME.
Algorithm UTVPI 6=-GCONSISTENCY, shown in Fig. 3, takes as input a consistent set
C of UTVPI6= constraints and returns an equivalent globally consistent constraint set. The
algorithm works as follows. First conv(C) is made globally consistent. Then the algorithm
considers all disequations of C one by one. For each disequation ±xi ± xk 6= r the
algorithms has three steps. In Step 2.1 we consider all pairs of inequalities from conv(C)
Algorithm UTVPI6=-GCONSISTENCY
Step 1: Enforce global consistency on conv(C) using
Algorithm UTVPI-GCONSISTENCY (see Section 5).
Step 2: Enforce global consistency.
Cnew := ∅
For every disequation ±xi ± xk 6= r in C do
Step 2.1
For every pair of inequalities ±xm + a 6 xi and
xi 6±xl + b in conv(C) do
Let c be the disjunction of disequations resulting
from eliminating xi from ±xm + a 6 xi,
xi 6±xl + b and ±xi ± xk 6= r .
Cnew :=Cnew ∪ {c}
EndFor
Step 2.2
For every pair of inequalities ±xs + f 6 xk and
xk 6±xt + g in conv(C) do
Let c be the disjunction of disequations resulting
from eliminating xk from ±xs + f 6 xk,
xk 6±xt + g and ±xi ± xk 6= r .
Cnew :=Cnew ∪ {c}
EndFor
Step 2.3
For every 4-tuple of inequalities ±xm + a 6 xi,
xi 6±xl + b, ±xs + f 6 xk and xk 6±xt + g in
conv(C) do
Let c be the disjunction of disequations resulting
from eliminating xi and xk from ±xm + a 6 xi,
xi 6±xl + b, ±xs + f 6 xk, xk 6±xt + g and
±xi ± xk 6= r .




Fig. 3. Global consistency for UTVPI6= constraints.
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that bound xi from above and below, e.g.,±xm+a 6 xi 6±xl+b. The constraint resulting
from the elimination of xi from the constraint set
±xm + a 6 xi, xi 6±xl + b, ±xi ± xk 6= r
is added to the output of the algorithm. Note that the result of this elimination step can be
a disjunction of disequations as Example 6.3 shows.
Step 2.2 is similar to Step 2.1 but now variable xk is considered. In Step 2.3 we consider
simultaneously pairs of inequalities that bound xi and pairs of inequalities that bound xk ,
e.g.,
±xm + a 6 xi, xi 6±xl + b, ±xs + f 6 xk, xk 6±xt + g.
The constraint resulting from the elimination of xi and xk from the constraint set
±xm + a 6 xi, xi 6±xl + b,
±xs + f 6 xk, xk 6±xt + g, ±xi ± xk 6= r
is added to the output of the algorithm. The result of this elimination can again be a
disjunction of disequations (with at most three disjuncts) as Example 6.3 shows.
Steps 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 do all the constraint propagation that is needed for dealing with
disequations. No more propagation is necessary because all possible propagations for
inequalities have already been performed by step 1, and the results are included in conv(C)
and are duly considered by Steps 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 of the algorithm. Let us now show a
complete example of Algorithm UTVPI6=-GCONSISTENCY in operation.
Example 6.3. Let us consider the set of UTVPI6= constraints
x3 − x2 6 3, x2 + x1 6 3,
−x5 − x6 6−1, x5 + x4 6 2, x2 + x5 6= 4
and apply Algorithm UTVPI6=-GCONSISTENCY. Step 1 enforces global consistency on
the convex part of the above set. The resulting set of UTVPI constraints is the following:
x3 − x2 6 3, x2 + x1 6 3, −x5 − x6 6−1, x5 + x4 6 2,
x3 + x1 6 6, x4 − x6 6 1.
This set is strong 3-consistent but not 4-consistent. Step 2.1 adds to this set the following
disjunctions:
x3 + x5 6= 7∨ x5 − x1 6= 1, x2 − x6 6= 3∨ x2 − x4 6= 2.
The resulting set is strong 4-consistent but not 5-consistent. Finally, Step 3 adds the
disjunction
x6 − x1 6= 0∨ x4 + x1 6= 1∨ x3 + x1 6= 6.
The resulting set is strong 5-consistent and globally consistent.
Theorem 6.2. Algorithm UTVPI6=-GCONSISTENCY is correct and it runs in O(dn4) time
where d is the number of disequations and n is the number of variables in C.
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Proof. The complexity bound is trivial assuming that C is represented by the union of
two data structures: an undirected labelled graph for inequalities, and a linked list for
disequations and disjunctions of disequations.
The correctness proof is very similar to the proof for the case of DIFF6= constraints that
can be found in [40]. It is an easy proof but has a big number of cases.
Let C′ denote Cnew ∪ C, i.e., the result of the algorithm UTVPI 6=-GCONSISTENCY.
Since 1-consistency holds trivially, we have to show that C′ is ν-consistent for every
ν, 26 ν 6 n.
Let us take an arbitrary valuation v = {x1 ← x01 , . . . , xν−1 ← x0ν−1} such that
C′(x01 , . . . , x
0
ν−1) is satisfiable. We will show that for every variable xν , v can be extended
to a valuation v′ = v ∪ {xν← x0ν } such that C′(x01 , . . . , x0ν ) is satisfiable.
If all constraints involving xν and any of x1, . . . , xν−1 are inequalities, our result is
immediate since C is globally consistent. Let us then assume that C′(x1, . . . , xν) contains
disequations, and consider C′(x01 , . . . , x
0
ν−1, xν).
Let Ii be the set of natural numbers j such that xi 6= ±xj + r ∨ φ is a disjunction in C′,
and Di denote the number of disequations in Ii . Then C′(x01 , . . . , x
0
ν−1, xν) can be written





xν 6= ±x0ζ + r1, . . . , xν 6= ±x0ζ + rDζ
}
,
where µ,λ, ζ ∈ {1, . . . , ν − 1}. Since the rational numbers are dense, there is only one
case that would not allow us to find a value x0ν such that C′(x01 , . . . , x
0
ν−1, x0ν ) is satisfiable:
when there exists ρ ∈ Iν and η ∈ {1, . . . ,Dρ} such that
±x0µ + aνµ =±x0λ + bλν =±x0ρ + rη. (1)
The proof now continues as in [40] depending on the step of Algorithm UTVPI6=-
GCONSISTENCY that generated the disequation from which xν 6= ±x0ρ + rη has been
produced. For every possible case, we can show that a valuation satisfying Eq. (1) cannot
arise.
The main idea behind this proof is that once propagation of inequalities has been
completed (i.e., C is globally consistent) then disequations can be dealt with by the second
step of the algorithm. The disjunctions generated in this way need not be propagated any
further: they will not produce any constraint that is not subsumed by an existing one. The
details are easy but tedious and are omitted. 2
Corollary 6.1. Strong 5-consistency is necessary and sufficient for establishing global
consistency of sets of UTVPI6= constraints.
Proof. Example 6.3 shows that 5-consistency is necessary. Also notice that Algorithm
UTVPI6=-GCONSISTENCY asserts new constraints on at most four variables. All these
constraints will be discovered when enforcing strong 5-consistency. 2
Corollary 6.2. The class UTVPI6= is closed under variable elimination.
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Corollary 6.3. Let C be a set of UTVPI6= constraints. We can eliminate any number of
variables from C in O(dn4) time where d is the number of disequations and n is the number
of variables in C.
This section and Section 5 have provided us with many interesting results on subclasses
of HDL constraints with satisfiability and variable elimination problems that can be solved
in PTIME. We are now ready to combine these results with the abstract results of Section 4,
to study the complexity of query answering in various interesting temporal and spatial
domains.
7. Tractable query answering with indefinite information in temporal and spatial
domains
Let us recall that a query type is a tuple of the form
Q(OpenOrClosed,Modality,FO-Formula-Type,Constraints)
and a database type is a tuple of the form
DB(Arity,LocalCondition,ConstraintStore).
The arguments Constraints, LocalCondition and ConstraintStore vary over constraint
classes. This section will consider the following classes of constraints:
• HDL, LIN and UTVPI6= defined earlier.
• LINEQ. This is the subclass of LIN which contains only linear equalities.
• IA. This is the Interval Algebra of Allen [2] which contains the following 13 basic
relations:
before, after, during, meets, starts, finishes, equals
and their inverses. These 13 relations can express every possible relation between
two time intervals. The full algebra consists of 213 relations that are expressed
as disjunctions of the 13 basic relations. Disjunctions of basic relations of IA are
usually written in set notation, e.g., i {before, after} j is another way of writing
i before j ∨ i after j . Disjunctions of basic relations are used to express indefinite
temporal information.
• SIA. This is the subalgebra of IA which includes only interval relations that can be
translated into conjunctions of order constraints x 6 y or x 6= y on the endpoints of
intervals [62]. As an example the relation {before, meets} of IA is in SIA while the
relation {before, after} is not.
• ORD-Horn. This is the subalgebra of IA which includes only interval relations that
can be translated into conjunctions of ORD-Horn constraints on the endpoints of
intervals [48]. An ORD-Horn constraint is a disjunction of weak inequalities of the
form x 6 y and disequations of the form x 6= y such that the number of inequalities
should not exceed one [48]. Obviously ORD-Horn constraints are a subclass of HDL
constraints. Also notice that SIA⊂ORD-Horn. As an example the relation
{before, after, during, meets, starts, finishes}
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is not in SIA but is in ORD-Horn. The relation {before, after} is not in either SIA or
ORD-Horn.
• 2d-IA and 2d-ORD-Horn. 2d-IA is a generalization of IA in two dimensions and
it is based on the concept of rectangle in Q2 [3,25,50]. Every rectangle r can be
defined by a 4-tuple (Lrx,Lry,Urx ,Ury ) that gives the coordinates of the lower left and
upper right corner of r . There are 132 basic relations in 2d-IA describing all possible
configurations of 2 rectangles in Q2.
2d-ORD-Horn is the subclass of 2d-IA which includes only these relations R with the
property
r1 R r2 ≡ φ(r1, r2) ∧ ψ(r1, r2),
where
– φ is a conjunction of ORD-Horn constraints on variables Lrx and Urx .
– ψ is a conjunction of ORD-Horn constraints on variables Lry and Ury .
• PA. This is the Point Algebra of [64] which contains all possible relations between
two time points. The full algebra consists of 23 relations: <, >, =, 6, >, 6=, ? and
∅ (? is the “unknown” relation and ∅ is the inconsistent one).
• CPA. This is the subalgebra of PA which does not include the relation 6= [65].
• SORD. This is the subalgebra of PA which contains only the relations {<,>}. In other
words, SORD is the class of strict order constraints.
• WORD. This is the subalgebra of PA which contains only the relations {6,>}. In
other words, WORD is the class of weak order constraints.
• ORD-CON. This is the subclass of LIN which contains only constraints of the form
x ∼ r where x is a variable, r is a rational constant and ∼ is <, >, 6, or >.
• UTVPI-EQ. This is the subclass of UTVPI which contains only equality constraints.
• RAT-EQUAL. This is the subclass of LINEQ which contains only equality constraints
of the form x = v where x is a variable and v is a variable or a rational constant
(ordinary or Skolem).
• RAT-EQUAL-CON. This is the subclass of RAT-EQUAL which contains only
equality constraints of the form x = a where x is a variable and a is a rational constant
(ordinary or Skolem).
Among other things, this class is useful for specifying databases of type
DB(A,RAT-EQUAL-CON,C),
where A is an arity and C is a constraint class. In databases of this type, predicates are
defined by completions (in the sense of [51]) of formulas of the form p(Sa,Sω) where










These databases are typical of the kind of databases encountered in temporal
and spatial problems involving indefinite information (where information about
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non-temporal entities like Mary and Fred of Example 3.2 has been abstracted
away).
• EQUAL. This is the subclass of EQ-constraints of the form x = v where x is a vari-
able and v is a variable or a constant (ordinary or Skolem). The constants are as-
sumed to be from a countably infinite domain (see the definition of language EQ in
Section 3.1).
This class (and the class HDE defined below) is not useful for temporal or spatial
reasoning. However it can be used to represent indefinite information it arises in tra-
ditional relational databases. Thus EQUAL and HDE are used only in Section 7.2 for
comparing our results to some similar results for relational databases with indefinite
information [1,22].
• HDE. This is the class of Horn-disjunctive equality constraints originally defined
by Grahne [22] who called them Horn conditions. A Horn-disjunctive equal-
ity constraint is a disjunction d1 ∨ · · · ∨ dn (n > 1) such that all the di’s are
EQ-constraints (see Section 3.1) but only at most one of the di ’s is an equal-
ity.
• NONE. This is the class which contains only the trivial constraints true and false.
We have already used this class in Section 4 to specify queries with database





where ConstraintStore(DB)= ∅ (i.e., there might be Skolem constants but we know
nothing about them).
Now that we have introduced the constraints classes that we will consider, we are ready
to present our results.
7.1. PTIME problems
The following theorem is the culmination of the complexity analysis in this paper.
Theorem 7.1. The evaluation of
(a) Q(Closed,3,PositiveExistential,HDL) queries over DB(N-ary,HDL,HDL)
databases,
(b) Q(Closed,2,PositiveExistential,LINEQ) queries over DB(N-ary,LINEQ,HDL)
databases,
(c) Q(Open,3,PositiveExistential,UTVPI6=) queries over
DB(N-ary,UTVPI6=,UTVPI 6=) databases and
(d) Q(Open,2,SinglePredicate,NONE) queries over
DB(N-ary,UTVPI-EQ∪UTVPI6=61,UTVPI 6=) databases
can be performed in PTIME.
Proof. Part (a) follows from Theorem 4.1 because HDL is closed under variable
elimination and SAT(HDL) and FVAR-ELIM(HDL) can be done in PTIME.
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Part (b) follows from Theorem 4.2 because LINEQ is closed under variable elimination,
LINEQ⊂HDL, ∨LINEQ⊂HDL
and SAT(HDL) and FVAR-ELIM(HDL) can be done in PTIME.
Part (c) follows from Theorem 4.3 because the class UTVPI 6= is closed under variable
elimination and VAR-ELIM(UTVPI6=) can be done in PTIME.
For part (d) let us first notice that UTVPI6= is closed under negation. The results of
Section 6 show that constraint sets of type UTVPI-EQ ∪ UTVPI 6=61 are closed under
variable elimination, and
FVAR-ELIM(UTVPI-EQ∪UTVPI6=61)
can be done in PTIME. In general
VAR-ELIM(UTVPI-EQ∨UTVPI6=61)
cannot be done in PTIME (Theorem 4.4 of [37]). However if we examine carefully the
proof of Lemma 4.4, we can see that in this case the number of variables in each disjunctive
constraint is fixed (due to the data complexity assumption). Thus we can use the techniques
of Theorem 6.2 of this paper, and Corollary 6.2 of [40] to see that this elimination can be
achieved in PTIME. Therefore part (d) follows from Theorem 4.4. 2
Theorem 7.1(a) is a significant extension of the PTIME result of Brusoni, Console and
Terenziani on closed conjunctive possibility queries over conjunctions of DIFF constraints
(Section 5 of [7]). We have an extension of the result of [7] because we have more
expressive languages for defining databases and expressing queries: [7] does not allow
database predicates and the constraint store consists only of DIFF constraints.
Let us now consider databases and queries involving higher-order objects i.e., intervals
and rectangles.
Theorem 7.2. The evaluation of
(a) Q(Closed,3,PositiveExistential,ORD-Horn) queries over
DB(N-ary,ORD-Horn,ORD-Horn) databases,
(b) Q(Closed,3,PositiveExistential,2d-ORD-Horn) queries over
DB(N-ary,2d-ORD-Horn,2d-ORD-Horn) databases,
(c) Q(Open,3,PositiveExistential,SIA) queries over DB(N-ary,SIA,SIA) databases
can be performed in PTIME.
Proof. It is not difficult to show that all the classes of constraints involved are closed under
variable elimination. Then part (a) follows from Theorem 4.1 because SAT(ORD-Horn)
and FVAR-ELIM(ORD-Horn) are in PTIME (the first result is from [48] and the second
one from [42]). Part (b) follows from Theorem 4.1 because SAT(2d-ORD-Horn) and
FVAR-ELIM(2d-ORD-Horn) are in PTIME (these results follow easily from [48] and
[42]). Finally, part (c) follows from Theorem 4.3 because VAR-ELIM(SIA) can be done
in PTIME (the tractability of VAR-ELIM(SIA) is stated explicitly in [42] but follows easily
from [40]). 2
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Theorem 7.2(a) is a significant extension of the PTIME result of vanBeek on closed
conjunctive possibility queries over conjunctions of SIA constraints (Theorem 1 of [60]).
We have an extension of the result of [60] because we have more expressive languages for
defining databases and expressing queries: [60] does not allow database predicates and the
constraint store consists of SIA constraints. 7
Theorem 7.2(b) is an interesting result for rectangle databases with indefinite informa-
tion over Q2. This result can be generalized to Qn if one defines an appropriate algebra
nd-ORD-Horn.
Theorem 7.2(c) is an interesting result on querying databases with indefinite temporal
information expressed by SIA constraints and complements the results in [60].
Finally, let us notice that we cannot use Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 to derive any results
involving subclasses of IA or 2d-IA because the closure properties assumed by these
theorems are not true for any interesting subclasses of IA or 2d-IA.
7.2. Related results from relational databases with indefinite information
We now demonstrate that the theorems of Section 4.3 are not simply useful for the
temporal and spatial problems we are interested in, but have wider applicability. For
example, we can use them to derive some known database results from the theory of
relational databases with indefinite information.
Grahne [22] has considered the data complexity of
Q(Closed,3,PositiveExistential,HDE)
queries over DB(N-ary,HDE,HDE) databases. Given that HDE is closed under variable
elimination, and SAT(HDE) and FVAR-ELIM(HDE) can be done in PTIME, 8 Theorem
5.5 of [22] is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 4.1.
Grahne [22] has also considered the data complexity of
Q(Closed,2,PositiveExistential,EQUAL)
queries over DB(N-ary,EQUAL,HDE) databases. 9 Because EQUAL is closed un-
der variable elimination, EQUAL ⊂ HDE, ∨EQUAL ⊂ HDE, and SAT(HDE) and
FVAR-ELIM(HDE) can be done in PTIME, Theorem 5.12 of [22] is a consequence of
Theorem 4.2.
7 In addition to possibility queries, [7,60] deal also with certainty queries and discuss cases where query
evaluation can be done in PTIME (Theorem 2 of [60] and Section 4 of [7]). These results can be easily
extended to the more expressive classes ORD-Horn ([60] considers SIA constraints) and HDL ([7] considers
DIFF constraints). In our framework this can be done by restricting the concepts of database and query so that
they match the corresponding concepts of [7,60], and then employing proof techniques similar to the ones in [7,
60]. The details follow easily from [7,60] and are omitted.
8 The result about satisfiability is from [22]. The results about variable elimination are straightforward.
9 Theorem 5.12 of [22] actually gives a PTIME result for Datalog queries over Horn tables. In our framework
the class of Horn tables is equivalent to the class of DB(N -ary,EQUAL,HDE) databases.
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7.3. Lower bounds
Let us now consider identifying the precise boundary between tractable and intractable
query answering problems for indefinite constraint databases with linear constraints. We
start our inquiry by considering whether the results of Theorem 7.1 can be extended
to more expressive classes of queries. 10 For example, can we allow negation in the
queries (equivalently, can we allow arbitrary first order formulas) and still get results like
Theorem 7.1(a) or 7.1(b)? The following theorem shows that the answer to this question is
negative. 11
Theorem 7.3 [1]. Let DBC be the set of databases of type
DB(4-ary,RAT-EQUAL-CON,NONE)
with the additional restriction that every Skolem constant occurs at most once in any
member of DBC. Then:
(1) There exists a query q ∈Q(Closed,3,FirstOrder,RAT-EQUAL) such that decid-
ing whether q(db)= yes is NP-complete even when db ranges over databases in the
set DBC.
(2) There exists a query q ∈Q(Closed,2,FirstOrder,RAT-EQUAL) such that decid-
ing whether q(db)= yes is co-NP-complete even when db ranges over databases in
the set DBC.
Theorem 7.1(a) and (b) together with the above theorem establish a clear separation
between tractable and possibly intractable query answering problems. The presence of
negation in the query language can easily lead us to computationally hard query evaluation
problems (NP-complete or co-NP-complete) even with very simple input databases.
Another issue that we would like to consider is whether one can improve Theorem 7.1(b)
with a class which is more expressive than LINEQ (for example LIN). The following result
shows that this is not possible; even the presence of strict order constraints in the query is
enough to lead us away from PTIME.
Theorem 7.4 [63]. There exists a query in Q(Closed,2,Conjunctive,SORD) with
co-NP-hard data complexity over DB(Binary,RAT-EQUAL-CON,SORD) databases.
Note that for the above theorem to be true, SORD constraints must be present both in the
database and in the query. Otherwise, as Theorems 7.5 and 7.6 imply, conjunctive query
evaluation can be done in PTIME.
Theorem 7.5. EvaluatingQ(Closed,2,PositiveExistential,NONE) queries over
DB(N-ary,RAT-EQUAL-CON,HDL)
databases can be done in PTIME.
10 Similar issues arise for Theorem 7.2. The results of this section can easily be generalised to this case.
11 The theorem has been proved in [1] for equality constraints over any countably infinite domain thus it holds
for the domain of rational numbers too.
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Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 7.1(b). 2
Theorem 7.6. EvaluatingQ(Closed,2,Conjunctive,LIN) queries over
DB(N-ary,RAT-EQUAL-CON,NONE)
databases can be done in PTIME.
Proof. A query in the class Q(Closed,2,Conjunctive,LIN) is of the form
: 2(∃Sx )(φ(Sx ) ∧ ψ(Sx )),
where φ(x) is a conjunction of atomic formulas with database predicates, and ψ(x) is a
conjunction of linear constraints. Without loss of generality, we can also assume that all
arguments of predicates of φ are distinct variables.
A database in the class DB(N-ary,RAT-EQUAL-CON,NONE) consists of completions
(in the sense of [51]) of atomic formulas of the form p(Sr,Sω ) whereSr is a vector of rational
constants, Sω is a vector of Skolem constants, and all Skolem constants in the database are
distinct (this is necessary because if two of them are equal then this is equivalent to having
an equality constraint in the constraint store).
In this case, according to Theorem 3.1 query evaluation amounts to quantifier
elimination from the formula
(∀Sω)((∃Sx )((θ1(Sx,Sr,Sω) ∨ · · · ∨ θn(Sx,Sr,Sω )) ∧ ψ(x)))
or equivalently
(∀Sω)((∃Sx )((θ1(Sx,Sr,Sω) ∧ ψ(x)) ∨ · · · ∨ (θn(Sx,Sr,Sω ) ∧ ψ(x)))).
In the above formulas the θi ’s are conjunctions of equalities of the form x = a where x
is a variable and a is a rational constant or a variable corresponding to a Skolem constant.
In addition, each θi involves distinct variables from the vector Sω.
If we eliminate quantifiers (∃Sx ) then the resulting formula is
(∀Sω)(ξ1(Sr,Sω ) ∨ · · · ∨ ξn(Sr,Sω )),
where the ξi ’s are conjunctions of linear constraints. Because each ξi involves distinct
variables from vector Sω, it is easy to decide the validity of the above sentence. If one of the
ξi ’s is true for all values of its variables then the sentence is valid, and the answer to the
query is “yes”. Otherwise the sentence is not valid and the answer to the query is “no”.
The query evaluation algorithm sketched above is obviously in PTIME. 2
A final issue that the careful reader might be wondering about is whether parts (c) and (d)
of Theorem 7.1 can be extended. Let us consider part (c) first. Theorem 7.3 shows that we
should not expect to stay within PTIME if we move away from positive existential queries.
So the only way that this result could be improved is by discovering a class C such that
UTVPI6= ⊂ C ⊂HDL and VAR-ELIM(C) is in PTIME. This is therefore an interesting open
problem; its solution will also be very interesting to linear programming researchers [21,
28].
Let us now consider whether we can improve Theorem 7.1(d). The following result
shows that this is not possible by extending the class of constraints allowed in the
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definitions of the database predicates so that more than one non UTVPI-EQ constraints
are allowed in each conjunction. 12
Theorem 7.7. There exists a query inQ(Closed,2,SinglePredicate,NONE) with co-NP-
hard data complexity over
DB(Monadic,RAT-EQUAL-CON∪WORD62,SORD)
databases.
Proof. We will use a reduction from the following co-NP-hard problem of Theorem 3
in [23] (let us call it EXCL):
Instance: A set of point variables p1, . . . , pn, a set of interval variables i1, . . . , im
and a set of constraints C of the form “point pk is not included in interval il” (where
16 k 6 n, 16 l 6m). Point and interval variables are interpreted over the rational
numbers and rational intervals respectively.
Question: Is C inconsistent?
Given an instance of EXCL, we construct a database in
DB(Monadic,RAT-EQUAL-CON∪WORD62,SORD)
as follows:
• For each point variable pk , we introduce a Skolem constant λk .
• For each interval variable il , we introduce two Skolem constants ω−l and ω+l and a
SORD constraint ω−l < ω
+
l in the constraint store.• For each constraint c ∈ C of the form “point pk is not included in interval il”, we






(x = 1 ∧ θc)
)
.
The query q ∈Q(Closed,2,SinglePredicate,NONE) that we will use is
:2p(1).
This query is fixed (it does not depend on the instance of EXCL since our measure is data
complexity).
The above reduction is obviously polynomial. Also q has answer “yes” iff the formula









(∃x)(x = 1 ∧ θc)
)
of LC is true. Equivalently, after eliminating ∃x











12 Since our result is negative, it is enough to consider closed queries.
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is true. Now observe that ¬θc is of the form λk < ω−l ∨ λk > ω+l i.e., it means that lk is
excluded from the rational interval [ω−l ,ω+l ]. So, C is inconsistent iff q has answer “yes”.
The proof is now complete. 2
The following theorem complements the previous one by showing that the query
answering problem considered in Theorem 7.1 (d) becomes co-NP-hard if we slightly
extend the class of queries considered (more precisely, if we consider conjunctive queries
with two conjuncts that are database predicates and no constraints).
Theorem 7.8. There exists a query q in Q(Closed,2,Conjunctive,NONE) with co-NP-
hard data complexity over databases in the class
DB(Monadic,RAT-EQUAL-CON∪WORD61,SORD).
The query q has exactly two conjuncts that are database predicates.
Proof. We will use a reduction from the co-NP-hard problem EXCL [23] as we did in
Theorem 7.7. Without loss of generality we assume that the constraints of EXCL are
ordered (and their order is given by the numbers 1,2, . . . , n).
Given an instance of EXCL, we construct a database in the class
DB(Monadic,RAT-EQUAL-CON∪WORD61,SORD)
as follows:
• There are two monadic predicates left(x) and right(x). The formulas defining these
predicates will be built incrementally below.
• For each point variable pk , we introduce a Skolem constant λk .
• For each interval variable if , we introduce two Skolem constants ω−f and ω+f and a
SORD constraint ω−f < ω
+
f in the constraint store.• For each constraint c ∈ C of the form “point pk is not included in interval im”, we
include a conjunction
x = r ∧ λk > ω−f
in the definition of predicate left(x) (where r is the natural number giving us the order
of constraint c).
Similarly we include a conjunction
x = r ∧ λk 6 ω+f
in the definition of predicate right(x).
The query q ∈Q(Closed,2,Conjunctive,NONE) that we will use is
: 2(∃x)(left(x) ∧ right(x)).
This query is fixed (it does not depend on the instance of EXCL since our measure is data
complexity).
The above reduction is obviously polynomial. As in Theorem 7.7 we can also easily see
that C is inconsistent iff q has answer “yes”. 2
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We can now conclude that it is unlikely that Theorem 7.1(d) can be improved except with
the discovery of a class of constraints C such that UTVPI6= ⊂ C ⊂HDL and VAR-ELIM(C)
is in PTIME (this is similar to what we concluded for Theorem 7.1(c)).
Let us close this section by summarising what we have achieved. The main tractability
result of this section is Theorem 7.1. The rest of this section has focused on establishing
that this theorem outlines very precisely the frontier between tractable and intractable
query processing problems in indefinite constraint databases with Horn disjunctive linear
constraints. The two cases left open by our results can only be resolved after answering an
important open question in the area of linear programming (i.e., whether there exists a class
of constraints C such that UTVPI 6= ⊂ C ⊂HDL and VAR-ELIM(C) is in PTIME [21,28]).
8. Future work
This paper presented the scheme of indefinite constraint databases and concentrated
on the problem of tractable query evaluation in this scheme. We discovered several new
tractable query evaluation problems by utilising old and new results about satisfiability
and variable elimination for subclasses of HDL constraints. We also outlined carefully the
frontier between tractable and possibly intractable query evaluation problems.
There are still several open questions regarding query answering in databases with
indefinite information expressed by linear constraints. Currently, our research concentrates
on the following:
• More expressive classes of queries and databases. We would like to consider a full-
fledged modal query language and study the problem of query evaluation. It would
also be interesting to consider more expressive classes of databases, e.g., in the spirit
of [10] who consider tractable temporal reasoning in a framework similar to ours.
A detailed comparison of our work with [10] is not very easy at this stage because the
formalism of [10] allows several kinds of deductive rules that cannot be encoded in
our model.
• Different complexity measures. We have not dealt with expression complexity and
combined complexity at all in this paper. Query answering problems like the ones
considered in Theorem 7.1 have been shown to be very hard in the combined
complexity measure even if we only have order constraints [63]. Meyden [63]
has introduced several additional restrictions on queries and databases to arrive at
query answering problems with PTIME combined complexity (in the case of order
constraints only). A similar detailed study of expression/combined complexity of
query answering in our framework is an interesting topic for further research.
• Complexity of integrity constraint checking in indefinite constraint databases. This is
a very interesting topic and there are very few nice papers in the area [9,49].
• Richer classes of spatial constraints. The only spatial constraints we have considered
in this paper are subclasses of Horn disjunctive linear constraints. Admittedly, the
expressive power of these constraints is not enough for many spatial reasoning
problems and one is often forced to turn to other interesting classes of spatial
constraints, e.g., topological [53], directional [27,44] and their combinations. It would
be very interesting to consider the introduction of these classes into the scheme of
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indefinite constraint databases. This will be a straightforward task once properties
like the ones assumed in Section 4 are established for these classes of constraints
(hence the usefullness of the results in Section 4).
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